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Gender analysis Australia: a brief
history
Phases of gender budgeting in Australia
u

1980s to mid-1990s: gender impact statements mandated (briefly), women’s budget
statements introduced, women’s equality elevated to the centre of government

u

1990s-early 2000s: women’s budget statements become a practical policy resource
targeting a mainstream audience

u

Mid-2000s-onwards: women’s budget statements (as formal budget papers)
discontinued, Gender Equality Indicators published.

u

Now: Minister for Women is in Cabinet and a member of the Expenditure Review
Committee; Office for Women can access all Cabinet & budget submissions, minor
policy and legislative proposals.

Gender based analysis (GBA)–
Canadian model
u

GBA is mainstreamed: GBA mandated for all Cabinet and Budget submissions, but
also required for all government decisions (procurement, minor policy, legislation).

u

GBA is intersectional: Now referred to as ‘GBA+’ to include other factors such as race,
language, Indigeneity, geographical location, gender identity and sexuality (for
example).

u

GBA is decentralised: No single framework/guide for GBA; departments have own
rules and templates.

u

Accountability: Reviews by the Auditor General; annual survey by Status of Women
Canada.

u

Role of Status of Women: developing training and guidance and promoting GBA+
(but don’t review GBA+ analysis).

Reflections on the Canadian model
u

Broad conceptualisation of purpose of GBA+ (public value)
u

u

Legitimacy is negotiated with external and internal actors (authorising environment)
u

u

Better outcomes, improved decision-making, better programme design and
implementation
Leadership from the top, communication and consultation externally, public
service cultural change

GBA+ is a capability & exists in an supportive ecosystem (resources to deliver)
u

Not just a tool, not just a process

Some questions for the future
u

Is GBA fit for purpose given the contemporary policy making
environment?

u

Is GBA driving systemic reform or changes at the margin?

u

Should GBA be centralised to achieve efficiency and ensure
quality? Or mainstreamed to leverage policy and funding across
government?

